
Through any combination of low-cost sensors 
and scans, your returnable    asset locations can 
be known at any time – or continuously moni-
tored – whether they’re in storage, enroute or at a 
destination.

When asset locations are always 
known, you can recover them at any 
time, ensuring precise delivery sched-
ules and heading off potential costly 
problems before they happen.

With automated alerts, you can immedi-
ately detect unusual asset movement 
patterns, such as unplanned stops or 
delays. Alerts can also be triggered by 
adverse conditions such as temperature 
and humidity variations, physical 
damage, or shock.

Tracking returnable assets and their contents 
gives you an always-up-to-date and granular 
source of inventory data for time- and 
cost-saving automated inventory manage-
ment.

When returnable assets go missing, includ-
ing your costly transportable assets or 
packaging, you can immediately pinpoint 
loss locations and take fast action to recov-
er the missing, prevent future losses, reduce 
costs, and improve sustainability.

Bottlenecks cost time and money. You’ll 
spot them right away wherever they occur 
and make improvements on the fly. Com-
paring performance metrics – including 
asset dwell times, damage rates, and loss 
rates – can keep your assets flowing 
smoothly.

IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY FOR A 
BETTER WORLD

UNCORK SUPPLY CHAIN 
PRODUCTIVITY POTENTIAL

MAKING ASSETS VISIBLE MAKES 
THEM MORE VALUABLE

GET THEM JUST IN TIME 
AND EXACTLY WHERE YOU 
NEED THEM

ACT FAST WHEN 
BAD THINGS HAPPEN

LOWER LABOR COSTS 
WITH GRANULAR AUTOMATION

STOP ASSET 
SHRINKAGE AND LEAKAGE

Returnable assets and automated inventory man-
agement work together to help you minimize solid 
waste contributions and address public concerns 
for the environment while keeping your supply 
chain free of waste. A cleaner supply chain makes 
for a greener earth.
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Let’s keep score. Returnable 
asset benefits by the numbers:

reduction in annual 
replacement costs

decrease in asset 
pool required through 
optimization

compliance with 
sustainability 
initiatives and 
emerging 
Environmental, Social, 
and Governance (ESG) 
Standards

15-20%

20-30%

100%

Automate, Track & Optimize 
Supply Chain Assets at Every 
Step to Reduce Costs, Improve 
Accuracy, and Increase 
Supply Chain Performance


